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ABSTRACT

The German Research Cenzre GKSS at Geestbacht operates two research
reactors, te FRG-1 with MW ower and the FRG-2 with 15 MW power.
Both plants use the same fueI element for a number of reasons. Such

.a case is the background of te following renort.

Ihe conversion olanning for both plants has to be taken into account
these reasons and to result in a common uel element again. Moreover,
the efforts for the conversion and the related licensing steps wll be
linked to some other improvements of the erformance of the FRGs
the operator planned long ago such as

upgrading of the FRG-2 to 21 MW and improvement of fuel economy

reduction of core size of FRG-I to improve the effectiveness
of te beam tubes.

The relport deals with all the nuclear and thermal 'hydraulic
investigations carried out for these tsks at INTERATOM including
the harmonizing with the operators.

1. INTRODUCTION

As many of you know the cmpany NTERATOM has within the German
AF-Program * the responsibility for all calculational efforts. But the
calculation of the conversion and the related results are on1v one
aspect of the enrichment reduction. Many operators of research reactors
take the occasion of the action put on tem from outside to improve their
research reactors in at least some of the aspects they have been thinking
about during the last years.

AF-Program is the German Synony-m for the RERTR program
as it is called in US and Japan and carried out on the behalf
of the Federal Minister of Research and Technology in the FRG
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2. STATUS OF THE PLANTS

What is the situation at the GKSS-Research Centre in Geest�iacht,
a verv small town near Hamburg, we are faced with? Tere exist two cores
in one huge pool Fig. 1), both operating with the same fuel element.
Same means with same geometry and same uranium-loading, Both use HEU-fuel
for the time beina.

But the two cores, the FRG-1 (5MW) and the FRG-2 (15 W), do not fit
that well to the fuel element, i. e. to the uranium loading, which is
180 g U235 per element. Thus, the operator considered already some years
ago an increase of the U235-loading. On the other hand the geometry of the
fuel element (Fig. 2 is adequate to both cores.

Thus, the prerequisites are clear so far

- the geometry has to stay as it is 23 plates with 0.51 mir meat thick-
ness and a total meat volume of 441.6 cm') also due to licensing reasons

- the loading has to be changed, at least for the FRG2

The main difference between the cores is thermal power. Whereas
the FRG-1 is operating at MW the FRG-2 has 15 MW and is proposed to go
to 21 M. As different as the power is as different is the use.
The FRG-1 (5 MW) is a beam-tuber, i. e a reactor mainly needed for
the high flux in the reflector, whereas the FRG-2 is an irradiator, i. e.
irradiating probes and specimen inside and around the core.

A short look in the details for the FRG-1 (Fig. 3 shows the radial
and two tangential beam tubes surrounding a 7 x 7 core with 44.3 fuel
elements (the free side is only for moving the core). With 4W we get
a power density of 113 kW/FE. The total coolant throughput (downflow)
is 760 m`/h.

The FRG-2 (Fig. 4 has no beam tubes but is partially surrounded by
big steel blocks to be irradiated for testing pressure vessel steels for
power reactors. Due to these blocks the incore irradiation possibilities are
distinctly reduced in the recent years. The proposed 21 LMW-core will
consist of 45.1 FE which means a power density of 465 kw/FE (four times as
high as for the FRG-1) to be removed by a total coolant throughput (downflow)
of (roughlv two times the flow of FRG-1) 1650 m/h.

The FRG-2 has a high fuel consumption, the FRG-1 has not. The FRG-2
does not achieve high burnup (only maximum 45 %) due to the 180 g U235-
loading per FE at present. The FRG-1 achieves at the moment even less
(about 40 %) but his consumption is smaller due to the MW. There is a
principal ossibility to share fuel elements out of the common stock
between the cores and this will be valid in the future as long as the
licensed loading is and remains the same.
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3. ASPECTS OF FUTURE PLANNING AND SUPPORT BY CALCULATIONS

Besides the already mentioned ugrading of the FRG-2 to 21 M there
is te aspect of steady growing demand for higher fluxes at beam tube
reactors that needs adequate actions of the operators. Two main directions
exist t gain higher fluxes outside the core:

- higher power density of the core
- imorovement of the reflector and the coupling of te beam tubes

Forgetting for the moment the problems of the conversion INTERATOM investi-
gated at first the possibilities for higher power density by reducing the
core size, rough idea was a actor of two.

The mass throughput of the FRG-1 of 760 m/h was mentioned. The pressure
drop of the primary circuit is a p = 17 bar. Due to the missing core shroud
the water has te possibility o enter the active core volume at any height
by bypasses through the gaps between elements and moreover the cone-shaped
endfittings allow additional bypasses above the grid plate. Thus, the down-
-flow is reduced secifically for the outer fuel elements and for the oen
coolant channels between two elements.

The analysis came to the result that all bypasses sum up to 25 of
the throughput. The remaining throughput generates a coolant velocity of
about 1 m/s in the coolant channels.

The reduced core size of about half the old one will reduce the through-
put due to higher flow resistance 760 m/h are reduced to about 730 m/h).
The coolant velocity for the smaller core came out to be 19 m/s. using
the commonly accepted -criterion for flow instability = W(T -T)/q

with W = water velocity, q = heat flux, and TIs -T the subcooling at Le exit)
the FRG-1 as existing has = 240 on? K/Ws wnereas the reduced core re-
sults in z = 391 ce K/Ws. Both values are far above the demanded value for
stable flow which are (fig. 5) 30 for the existing core and 22 for the new
core. To demonstrate the overdesign of the cooling system one better uses
the fig. 6 which shows the permissable combinations of power peaking factors
for the new core. An assumed high axial factor of 145 permits an extreme
radial factor of 75.

With these thermal hydraulic results, which were worked out in a
iterative process with the potential core set ups, the most suitable core
configuration with 23.3 effective fuel element wa-s selected.

This smaller core with a somewhat unfavourable rectangular shaping un-
avoidable for the coupling of the beam tubes will need high U-1oading to get
a sufficient reactivity level. Thus beryllium was chosen for better reflec-
ting o neutrons, which was as well envisaged earlier by the oerator.
Moreover, for the coupling of the most important beam tubes it was planned
to have a beryllium block on one side of the core to improve the thermal
flux at the beam tube entrances even further (fig. 7.
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With all this measures for the FRG-1 the operator can expect

a distinctly imoroved neutron outnut from the beam tubes
a core that will use the fuel element selected for the FRG-2 with its
21 MW power in an economical way too.

4. FUEL ELEMENT LOADING SELECTION

Having together all the prerequisites the calculators could start
to find the most suitable uranium loading of te LEU-fuel element or
the FRGs. Due to the fact that the LEU-fue'L development had made
remarkable rogress in the last years there was no real limitation from
this side for the loading selection. -Al-fuel is nearly as tested
as UAl -Al-fuel even from the view of x the licensing authorities. But the
full fuel elements need tests to aet licensing approval.

To demonstrate the progress more distinctly te status o work in
1980 may help. In 1980 we converted by calculations a core very similar to
the FRG-2 with MEU-fuel using 280 g U235 per fuel element, an element tested
in the FRG-2 later on. We simulated the whole conversion period consisting
of 9 cycles ainly to study the problems of the radial ower peaks in
mixed cores consisting of two types of fuel elements with very different
loadings (180 a HEU-Fuel and 280 g MEU-Fuel). Fig. demonstrates the
reactivity behaviour during the 9 cycles of the conversion period and in
addition the maximum radial power peaks for the 9 cores are plotted. It
needed a lot of optimization to get these results. But besides the
calculational results this work demonstrates that 3 years ago the main
efforts for converting a 21 MW-core were directed to MEU-fuel at least as a
first step of conversion, whereas now even or this power level LEU-fuel
will be used due to the large progress in fuel development. The U-density
of the MEU-fuel with 280 g U235 was 14 gU/cm' and the corresponding LEU-
fuel density is 32 gU/cm` .

Now back to the present: The fuel volume mentioned was 441.6 cm3/FE
and figure 9 shows the relation between fuel loading and required density.

Moreover, the commonly accepted limits for UAl x and 30a are to be seen.

The more operation related way to come to a suitable loading is
to calculate the reactivity behaviour of different fuel loadings.
This calculations have to take into account the target burnup of the
core 60 to 65 loss of U235) and the desired cycle length 40 FPD) for
the loading determination. The cycle length demands for the exchange of
7 fuel elements and two control elements any second cvcle.* or oerators
it s not necessary to mention that these will be nominal procedures only.

Only 6 or of these discharged fuel elements have been in
the core for all 6 cycles foreseen; I or 2 according to the core
configuration will be discharged at the end of their fifth cycle.
The exchange of 2 control elements any second cycle instead of one
each cycle does not burden the operator with to much handling efforts.
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Figure 10 demonstrates the results for wo different core configurations
both for 21 MW oeration which differ mainly by the absorber rrange-
ment *, since the much higher uranium loading needs parallel investigation
of te shutdown margin for the converted core. The operator's demand
on excess reactivity at the nominal end of the cycle is roughly 3 
The fig. 10 results in a suitable loading per element o 250 and 285,
resp. or the two core configurations. he decision taken from the
operator was 270 a 235 er fuel element due to these results and to the
related uranium density of 3.1 a U/cm' meat. This densitv can be

manufactured from U308-fuel with 44.6 vol % of 308 in the meat matrix.

As to be expected te U-1oading selection is based on the FIRG-2
core with 2 W, whereas for the FRG-1 it has to be checked whether this
core can live with the sme element oniv.

One aspect the calculators have to have in mind is the maxim-am
resulting target burnup. Therefore, burnup calculations with par tially
inserted absorbers were carried out to get realistic results. The outcome
was -an average burnup of the control element of up to 70 which means
10H1.1y about 80 % loss of U235 due to te axial power shaping. Thus,
10 U235-fissions per cm' has to be taken into account for the quali-
ficarion of the fuel. But this value -is backed s ar by sufficient
irradiation tests with good results ---or U 0 as well as for Si

3 3 2'

To step back to the FRG-1 the core of reduced size has to be checked
with resoect to its operational and safety related data with the 270 g-
LEU-fuel element. The target burnup could not be optimized due to the
foregoing choice of the Ti-loading, but i should not be less han 45 
loss of U235. The cvcle should be around 30 FPD, 3 elements witl, free space
for incore iradiations should be in the core and the control should be
manaced bv 5 ork type absorbers.

The resulting core with its burnups of different elements is presented
in figure Te maximum excess reactivity of te existing core is 61 
and has to be enlarged for the higher requirements resulting from the
enlarged power density. The 2 fuel loading schemes proposed by INTERATOM
results i reactivity enlargements of 6 = 14 and 2.4 %, resp. depending
on the discharge burnup of the fuel of 54 and 48 loss of U235.

Instead of the central absorbers the FRGs are Derating
with for the time being the LEU cores will be controlled
by fork type absorbers due to their higher effectiveness.
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The related cycle lengths are 94 and 84 FPD, resp. Both data -
cycle length as well as discharge burnup-exceed by far the requirements
imposed by the operator. This is of course partially due to the extensive
use of beryllium for the reflector which enlarges the reactivity level
distinctly.

5. OUTLOOK AND CONCLUDING REM-ARK

For the next calculations to be carried out by INTERATOM there will be
a discussion with GKSS soon. This ongoing work will of course include the
experience the operator will have got so far with different test elements
in the FRG-2. It will also take into account the flexibility of the ope-
rator for the conversion planning with two cores using the same fuel element.

There is so many literature available on LEU-fuels at the moment
that the author did not cite anv of them mainly to avoid selection
of the wrong experts and forgetting te right ones. But for this. contri-
bution it must be mentioned that the report is based on steady and very
fruitful discussions with Dr. Krull from GKSS-Research Centre during the
progress of work.
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